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continued on page 4

Research Briefs
Impacts of albatross research
are ecological and economic
The once-abundant short-tailed albatross was hunted to near-extinction before
protective measures were put in place. Today
scientists are working hard to protect the
seabird from other dangers – interactions
with commercial fisheries and the threat of
a volcanic eruption destroying its primary
nesting habitat.
One of those scientists is Oregon State
University assistant research professor Rob
In February, Suryan joined Japanese researchers in relocating 10 chicks from their home
on Torishima island – where 85 percent of
the world’s short-tailed albatross population
breeds – to a new island, Mukojima. The remaining 15 percent of the birds breed on the
Senkaku Islands, disputed territory claimed
by Japan, China, and Taiwan.
“Torishima is volcanically unstable, and
Senkaku is politically unstable,” Suryan said,
“so the need to establish a new breeding area
for the birds was urgent.” Torishima had major eruptions in 1902 and 1939, he added, the
latter eruption destroying much of the birds’

Hatfield student
awarded Fulbright
Matthew
Hawkyard, a
graduate student
in OSU’s Fisheries and Wildlife
department and
member of the
Hatfield Students
Organization, has
been awarded
a Fulbright fellowship to study at the
University of Bergen in Norway.
Hawkyard, who works in Chris
Langdon’s molluscan broodstock
program (MBP) lab while pursuing
his Master of Science degree, utilized a
Markham travel award to attend a trilateral workshop for marine larval fish nutrition in Bergen last year. During that
trip, he met with Norwegian researchers
continued on pg. 4

Make plans to
attend SeaFest

breeding habitat, which Japanese researchers
are trying to rebuild.
Concern over the threatened seabird
is both ecological and economic. Only
an estimated 2,200 short-tailed albatross
remain worldwide, so helping the population
recover is an obvious goal. But various fishing
continued on pg. 5

Albatross chicks (left) are dark brown with a black bill, which
turns pink within weeks of leaving the colony. The birds become lighter in color year after year. Full adult plumage – with
golden head, white body and white patches on upper wings –
is not attained until 8-10 years of age.

If you haven’t been to the HMSC
lately, you’ll be in for some nice surprises the next time you visit. Beautiful
new banners, signage, and a graphic
art display grace the Visitor Center
entrance, courtesy of the OSU Office of
University Advancement.
Of course, if you plan your visit for
Saturday, June 28th there will be an
abundance of things to see and do at
SeaFest, the Hatfield Marine Science
Center’s annual open house and marine
festival, from 10AM to 4:30PM.
This year’s theme, “Ocean Frontiers:
On the Crest of Discovery”, gives just a
hint of the exciting research that will be

continued on pg. 7

Notes from
the Director
Along with the arrival of the
OSU Marine Biology class,
each spring we focus on our
educational programs. This
year, we have developed
some new academic endeavors, including an expanded array of summer classes
and a new concept in our course offerings.
Itchung Cheung, HMSC’s Academic Program Coordinator, designed and offered for the first time a
one-credit, lower division marine science course
where OSU students come to the coast for an exciting
weekend of marine science. These courses will expose
many more students to marine topics and fields of
study they might not have otherwise ever considered,
and it is telling that many of the students were nondeclared majors in “University Exploratory Studies”.
The second course in spring on marine mammals sets
the stage for similar courses with topics like seabirds or
coastal forestry.
Spring is also a time when many of our graduate
students finish their degrees and defend a thesis, and
this year is no different. One thing these students are
leaving behind, however, is a re-invigorated Hatfield
Students Organization , or HsO, as it is commonly
known. The leadership of this group has been very
active in the last year, hosting weekly staff coffees in
what has become a great social gathering place, organizing reciprocal trips for HMSC and Oregon Institute
of Marine Biology students, raising funds for student
travel, and participating in community events such as
Newport’s Blessing of the Fleet and local races. This
organization has become an important catalyst for
bringing people together at HMSC and representing
us well in the community and at professional conferences all over the world.
We hope to see you at the Markham Symposium on
June 17, where donor-funded student research projects are showcased, and at SeaFest on June 28.

Upwelling is produced and distributed 3 times a year to the
Friends of HMSC membership. Your feedback is welcomed.
- Ken Hall, Editor (email: ken.hall@oregonstate.edu)
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June 17 Markham Symposium
to showcase student research
Friends of HMSC invited to attend

Thanks to generous private donations to HMSC’s programs, over
$90,000 in fellowships and scholarships is being awarded to students
in support of their marine science research and scholarly activities this
year. Twelve students were selected from competitive applications
for the various awards, which will be presented at the 14th annual
Markham Symposium on Tuesday, June 17th.
We invite you to join us in congratulating this year’s award winners at
the Symposium, where you can learn more about what projects are
being pursued by these students, as well as hear progress reports on
research by past awardees. The event will be held the in the Hennings
Auditorium of the HMSC Visitor Center, from 9am to 12pm, with
the poster session and coffee break mid-way through. For more information, please call 541-867-0212. We hope to see you on the 17th.

2008 HMSC Scholarships, Fellowships and Awards
Fred and Joan Crebbin Memorial Fellowship – intended to provide
support for marine science public education program interns, and to students
whose major study emphasis is marine biology, particularly marine mammals.
• Stephen Meck, Biology (Advisor: Markus Horning)
Curtis and Isabella Holt Education Fund - intended to foster education
in the marine sciences by providing financial support to undergraduate or
graduate students pursuing marine science studies.
• Sarah Mikulak, Marine Resource Management (Advisors: Nancee
Hunter and Shawn Rowe)
Walter G. Jones Fisheries Development Memorial Award - intended to
encourage graduate work in subjects which contribute to fisheries development
• Rebecca Baldwin, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisors: Michael Banks
and Kym Jacobson)
Mamie L. Markham Endowment Award - intended to assist graduate or
postdoctoral level researchers and research utilizing the OSU HMSC
• Alisha Aagesen, Microbiology (Advisor: Claudia Hase)
• Alana Alexander, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Scott Baker)
• Rebecca Baldwin, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisors: Banks/Jacobson)
• Katelyn Cassidy, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Brett Dumbauld
and Chris Langdon)
• Alison Dauble, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Scott Heppell)
• G. Renee Gibb, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Scott Baker)
• Jose Marin Jarrin, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Jessica Miller)
• Kristina McCann-Grosvenor, COAS (Advisor: Clare Reimers)
• Wade Smith, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Selina Heppell)
Lillian Brucefield Reynolds Scholarship Fund - scholarship fund for
graduate students engaged in study of marine science at HMSC.
• Jose Marin Jarrin, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Jessica Miller)
Anja Robinson Shellfish Fellowship - intended to support graduate
students research in shellfish aquaculture.
• Alisha Aagesen, Microbiology (Advisor: Claudia Hase)
William Q. Wick Marine Fisheries Award - to encourage graduate student
research in the area of marine fisheries ecology with special area of interest in
Pacific whiting, or other fisheries-related ocean research.
• David Stick, Fisheries & Wildlife (Advisor: Mark Camara)

HMSC Academic Program News

COSEE Pacific Partnerships
ready for launch
With the goal of increasing “ocean
literacy” for audiences that have traditionally had limited access to marine science
education, the HMSC and Oregon Institute
of Marine Biology (OIMB) lead a regional
collaboration of marine labs, aquaria, and
community colleges that is getting ready
to welcome the first cadre of community
college students and faculty into summer
internships at the HMSC, Oregon Coast
Aquarium, OIMB, and South Slough National Estuarine Research Reserve.
The partnering institutions are collectively known as the Pacific Center for Ocean
Science Education Excellence (COSEE),
the newest addition to a national network
of COSEEs funded by the National Science
Foundation. It is the only partnership that
links community colleges with marine labs
and informal science education institutions,
with the goal of increasing the ocean literacy
and career potentials of community college

students while also improving marine labs’
effectiveness in scientific outreach. Another goal of the collaboration is to increase
educational and professional development
opportunities for informal science education professionals and volunteers promoting
ocean literacy.
Three of the internships offered this
summer will be hosted by research faculty
at the HMSC. OSU Assistant Professor of
Veterinary Medicine and Sea Grant Extension Aquatic Veterinarian Dr. Tim MillerMorgan will work with two students on an
investigation of shipping-related stress in
marine ornamental fish. Dr. Kym Jacobson, a NOAA Fisheries zoologist in the
Estuarine and Ocean Ecology Program and
OSU Courtesy Professor, will work with Dr.
Fred Duerr, an Oregon Coast Community
College instructor on a field and laboratory
study of the parasites of juvenile Chinook
salmon, three-spined sticklebacks, and

banded killifish throughout the Columbia
River estuary. Interns receive a stipend and
on-site housing as part of their internships.
This is the first year of a 5-year competitive grant award from the NSF. In
subsequent years, Western Washington
University’s Shannon Point Marine Center,
Humboldt State University Marine Lab and
the University of Hawaii’s Kewalo Marine
Laboratory and surrounding community
colleges will be folded into the program.
Co-directors of the COSEE Pacific
Partnerships are Jan Hodder (OIMB) and
Shawn Rowe (HMSC), with Itchung
Cheung and Coral Gerhke at HMSC serving as program coordinators. For more
information about the program, please call
541-867-0380.

Fifth year of REU program sees expansion
This summer marks the fifth year of
the National Science Foundation-funded
Research Experience for Undergraduates
(REU) program at the HMSC. Twentytwo students were selected from a pool of
over 100 applicants for the 10-week mentored research internships based at both
HMSC and the OSU campus in Corvallis.

Additional funding from two OSU-NOAA
Cooperative Institutes, CIMRS and
CIOSS, enabled expansion of the program
to accommodate two additional internship
positions this summer.
In addition to the individual research
projects that each student will complete,
the program offers opportunities for

students to gain sea time and other field
experiences. Highlights of this year’s program include a revamped “research ethics”
component, special seminar speakers, and
field trips to the HJ Andrews Experimental
Forest and Crater Lake.

Summer 2008 REU Interns at HMSC
Student’s name 		
Roxana Aguirre-Robertson
Ariel Camp			
Lanaya Fitzgerald 		
Nicole Goehring		
Vivian Lin 			
Laura Poppick			
Megan Pros			
Norma Vazquez 		
Hannah Waters			
Caitlin White			

Major area of study and college 				
Natural Science/Geology, Calif. State University, Los Angeles
Biology, Hofstra University 					
Environmental Science, Oregon State University 			
Biology, Whitman College 					
Biology / Chemistry, Scripps College 				
Geology, Bates College 						
Biology, Monmouth College 					
Earth Systems Science Policy, Calif. State Univ. Monterey Bay
Biology, Carleton College 					
Biology / Environmental Science, Lawrence University 		

Mentor
Ted Dewitt
Cliff Ryer
Ric Brodeur
Jessica Miller
Clare Reimers
Bryan Black
Bill Peterson
Michael Banks
Rob Suryan
John Chapman
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HMSC Academic Program News

Students mark second year of HMSC-OIMB exchange
Establishing roots for what could become a lasting tradition, students from HMSC
and the University of Oregon’s Institute of Marine Biology (OIMB) gathered last
month in Charleston, Oregon for the second annual OIMB-HMSC Student Exchange. Becka Baldwin, President of the Hatfield Students Organization, reports
on this year’s rendez-vous.
With the arrival of Spring on the Oregon
Coast, it was time for the Second Annual
OIMB-HMSC Student Exchange. I think
my fellow graduate students will agree that
it was an incredible experience. Six HMSC
students traveled down the coast on Friday
April 18th to visit the OIMB in Charleston,
situated at the ocean entrance to Coos Bay.
We were immediately impressed with the
friendliness of the OIMB students, and their
pride in their campus.
Before the formal part of our visit, we were
treated to a tour of the facility by OIMB student president Ezzy Cooper. The 5 minute
talk format was very successful in introducing each student and their research project.
After enjoying some amazing homemade
pizza, it was time for the much anticipated
“Physical Challenge”. Beyond bragging
rights, there was a trophy originally decorated by OIMB students in 2007 also at stake.

complete all 10 events, recovering a letter from each event, and
unscrambling the letters into a
scientific name of a common
marine invertebrate...and then to
behave as this said invertebrate.
The catch....each person must be
wearing rubber boots, foulweather pants & jacket, rubber gloves, a
snorkel and mask of a true marine biologist. Oh, did I mention that there was only
one set of marine biologist gear per team???
You guessed it, before an event could be
attempted by a team member, they must
change into the marine biologist gear.
Hilarity ensued as the mud, water, tapioca,

HMSC will be hosting the Third Annual
Student Exchange next year, and ideas are already percolating for the Physical Challenge
events. Here’s to the all the participants,
the memories and the future of this student
tradition between OIMB and HMSC.

Tracey Smart and Katie Bennet (OIMB
students) were instrumental in creating the
Marine Biologist Decathlon. Splitting into
two teams (OIMB vs. HMSC & ODFW)
the challenge was to be the first team to

Fulbright continued from page one

who were promoting international collaboration on research to improve techniques for
rearing marine fish species in aquaculture
settings through the challenging larval stage
of development. Upon his return, Hawkyard
applied to the Fulbright program to pursue
that research.
With rising global demand on ocean
fisheries over the past decade having led to
70% of global marine fish stocks being fully
exploited or over fished, there is widespread
interest in developing sustainable marine
fish aquaculture systems.
Langdon’s lab, part of Coastal Oregon
Marine Experiment Station (COMES) at
HMSC, has been experimenting with wax
spray beads as a micro-particle capable of delivering water-soluble nutrients to larval fish
and invertebrates. The procedure for making
wax spray beads was developed in conjunction with the National Institute for Nutrition
and Seafood Research (NIFES) in Bergen,
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and sand began coating both the gear and
the people. It was a close race with much
running around, but HMSC (with the much
appreciated help from members of ODFW
stationed in Charleston) was victorious as
we were the first team to act as Neotrypaea
(or Ghost Shrimp).

Becka Baldwin
HsO student President

where scientists have offered guidance and
assistance for Hawkyard’s proposed research.
“While much of the research to date has
focused on macronutrients in diets for marine fish larvae,” Hawkyard points out, “little
attention has been focused on micronutrients, such as vitamins.”
With NIFES’ extensive capabilities for
conducting nutrient analyses, Hawkyard’s
research in Bergen will examine iodine levels
of Artemia brine shrimp (a common live
food organism for larval fish) and explore
vitamin enrichment for feeding to larval
fish. He intends to publish the results of this
research and present his findings at the 2009
trilateral workshop for marine larval fish
nutrition.
Beyond the benefits the Fulbrightsponsored research will offer the collaborating institutions, Hawkyard is excited about
the value of the international experience to
his future as a scientist. He is scheduled to
depart for Norway with his fiance Beth in
early August and return in April 2009.

Weekend courses
continued from previous page

and examine how these interdisciplinary relationships are addressing different
research questions.
The first time it was offered, 19
students signed up for the mid-February
weekend course in which they sampled
marine invertebrates from Yaquina Bay
and learned the basics about marine and
estuarine habitats and species.
The course was offered again in the
spring, this time with a focus on marine
mammals. Led by guest instructor Jim
Sumich, a well known marine biologist,
the weekend course in April attracted 18
students, who spent the weekend learning about marine mammals found off the
Oregon coast and their adaptations to living in the marine environment. Students
observed the different diving behaviors
of marine mammals at the Oregon Coast
continued on next page

Weekend courses continued from previous page
Aquarium, compared cetacean and pinnipeds skulls exhibited in the HMSC visitor
center and outside the Guin Library. The
weekend ended with visits to the Yaquina
Head Light House and Cape Foulweather,
two nearby sites for coastal observation of
migrating whales.
By including round-trip transportation from Corvallis to Newport, a Saturday
evening dinner, and overnight lodging in the
HMSC bunkhouses as part of the course,

organizers aimed to remove some of the
basic obstacles that have prevented students
from experiencing “OSU at the coast”.
“We are looking to expose more students to the unique learning experiences
and opportunities available to them at
the HMSC,” says Cheung, “and hopefully
inspire a few of them to consider upper level
courses in marine science down the road.”
Students sampling from a dock on Yaquina Bay

Research Briefs
Albatross research
continued from page one

industries also have a vested interest – if too
many of the birds are killed through incidental
“bycatch,” those regional fisheries could be
shut down.
The primary mortality for albatrosses
today, according to Suryan, comes from
“longlining,” a method of fishing using thousands of baited hooks that can attract birds as
well as fish. Of the 19 threatened species of albatross, the short-tailed is among the scarcest
with only a remnant of its historic population
remaining. Since the birds range throughout
the northern Pacific Ocean, they encounter
numerous fisheries.
Some fisheries are using a system of
streamers attached to the lines that keep the
birds away from baited hooks and dangerous
cables as they enter the water. Used in Alaska,
the streamer system acts as a curtain and keeps
albatross and other species from becoming
accidentally hooked.
Once numbering more than a million
birds, the short-tailed albatross was a common
food item for some indigenous coastal communities. When they became hunted commercially – their feathers were used for down,
quill pens and hats – the demand decimated
their population. The species actually was
thought to be extinct in the 1940s because
no short-tails were sighted at the dozen or so
historical breeding sites, but then a handful of
birds returned in the early 1950s and settled
onto Torishima. Their overall population in
recent years has increased by an average of
about 7 percent annually.
Suryan’s research is focused on tagging
and tracking albatrosses using satellite telemetry, then integrating satellite remote sensing
of ocean conditions and fisheries observer
data to determine habitat use and the potential overlap with commercial fisheries.
“Adults will go on foraging trips over
several thousands of miles to bring back food,”
Suryan said. “The chicks may go a week or two

With a pair of custom-built travel crates strapped to
his back, Rob Suryan makes a careful descent from a
nesting site on Torishima island carrying two chicks
destined for a new home on Mukojima island.

The translocation and tagging of short tailed
albatross is big news in Japan, with articles apperaing regularly, including a front page story in Asahi
Newspaper, one of Japan’s largest circulation dailies.
The national news network NHK has been following the project and will produce a documentary on
the translocation efforts.

without anything to eat, and their growth
and survival may depend on the frequency of
their feeding. One of the things we’re looking
into is whether climate change will affect the
distribution of food for the albatross, and
change the feeding and foraging patterns.”
The chicks that were transported by
helicopter to Mukojima island in February
have now fledged. Suryan and his Japanese
colleagues have tagged some of these handreared birds, as well as naturally-reared birds
at the originating colony on Torishima. This
will permit comparison of post-fledging survival and habitat use of translocated chicks
relative to a “control” group to evaluate immediate success of the translocation efforts.
Initial assessment is critical because it will be
another 5-10 years before these young birds
begin nesting - hopefully at the new colony
site.
Once they leave their breeding islands,
the birds may head north to Russia, or directly to Alaska and the Bering Sea, then down
the Pacific Coast off of Canada, Washington,
Oregon and California. They rarely come
closer to shore than 10 to 20 miles, Suryan
said, and a sighting off the Oregon coast is
rare – happening only 2-3 times a year. “But
the sightings are becoming more common,”
he said.
Suryan studied the foraging ecology and
population dynamics of seabirds as a graduate student based at HMSC from 2001 to
2006. His research includes how changes in
the marine environment affect population
dynamics and the at-sea distribution of birds.
“The slow return of the short-tailed albatross and the work with the fishing industry
in Alaska to reduce by-catch is a great success
story – thanks largely to the industry participation from the beginning,” Suryan said.
“These are beautiful, graceful birds with a seven-foot wingspan and they are extraordinarily
efficient flyers. It’s nice to see them rebound;
they are good companions at sea.”
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Research Briefs
Vents Program researchers investigate
offshore earthquake swarms
Researchers from the OSU-NOAA
Cooperative Institute for Marine Resources
Studies (CIMRS) returned from a three-day
“Swarm Event Response Cruise” aboard the
R/V Wecoma, sent to investigate the 600+
undersea tremors detected off the Oregon
coast on the Juan de Fuca plate during the
first ten days of April.
The quakes drew national attention and
raised speculation among scientists about
whether an undersea volcanic eruption might
be happening or imminent, given the unexpected characteristics of the seismic activity.
The rumblings were centered in the middle of
the plate, rather than along the plate boundary, and did not follow the usual pattern
of one large quake followed by a series of
smaller aftershocks.
The response cruise was led by CIMRS
researchers Ron Greene, Matt Fowler, and

Visitor Center News

Susan Merle, and joined by a few
others including HMSC’s public
marine education specialist Bill
Hanshumaker and a local reporter.
The team was surprised during the
cruise by another intense earthquake swarm that began on the
northern Gorda Ridge segment adjacent to the area of the first swarm.
Scientists deployed a hydrophone to continue monitoring
seismic activity on the seafloor and
took ocean water samples to determine if there was evidence of active
eruptions. None were detected at either site,
but the samples are being further processed
and analyzed by the NOAA/PMEL Helium
Isotope lab for unique chemical and biological signatures that will provide additional
information on the cause of these events.

Aquarist’s Notebook

What’s happening to the
resource room?

Since the very successful Wet Pets exhibit came
down, Nancee Hunter, Shawn Rowe, and Bill Hanshumaker have been working on lining up new components
for the Rhythms of Our Coastal Waters exhibit. The exhibit will focus on remote sensing and complex scientific
visualizations, especially of real time data.
The centerpiece of the exhibit is the NOAA funded
Magic Planet, a three-foot globe that allows you to view
and explore dynamic digital media of the planet’s atmosphere, oceans, and land. Other exhibits focus on remote
sensing locally (in Yaquina Bay) and regionally. Partners in exhibit production include NOAA, ORCOOS,
CIOSS, and WetLabs.

Come by the HMSC
Visitor Center to check
out the new Magic
Planet exhibit (starting
July 1, 2008) -- It will
spark your interest and
capture your imagination. Magic Planet
presentations occur
throughout the day on a
variety of topics and are
led by docents or can be
self-guided, computerdriven presentations.
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Full details of the response cruise and
other data on the recent Oregon offshore
earthquakes can be accessed on the Vents
Program website: http://www.pmel.noaa.
gov/vents/oregon-quakes.html

Below is a recent post to the “VC Clipboard” by Paul
Dubay, HMSC’s Senior Aquarist, to keep our volunteers apprised of changes in the living exhibits in the Visitor Center.
With every update, there is something new to learn...
The salmon in Global tank are not coho, but chinook
salmon. New additions to the exhibits: 12 pipe fish, two
juvenile kelp greenlings, three young gunnels, one tube
snout, and a hitch-hiking sculpin in Micro A aquarium.
The estuary aquarium/ cockle tank contains a few various new plants.
Large gumboot chitin in touch pool #3. Goose neck
barnacles in six rack #3 and touch pool #1. Three small
gunnels and a tiny bay shrimp in touch pool # 4.
Anemones have been moved around from various
aquariums to help reduce stress on touch pool anemones. Many of the new dull color anemones in the touch
pool come from the octopus tank, home of “Hodges.”
New critters to be added to the domes over eye level.
The Kriesel tank should be prepared to go up this week
and we have a seajelly in the west wing holding. José
informed me of it’s name: “Polyochis Peniculatus.”
Tiny english soles [Bottom fish] will be ready for display
in two weeks or less.
The red octopus in sixrack #6 appears to be caring and
cleaning her egg mass. Becca even has a picture of the
octopus attending the eggs. Many of you know when the
female octopus lays eggs, it signifies the end of her life
cycle [senescence]. Later this week the aquarium team
members will discuss what to do next.

HMSC happenings

Full day of activities planned for SeaFest ‘08
continued from page 1

showcased through dozens of special exhibits, films, and hands-on activities highlighting the work of Oregon State University and
agency scientists at the HMSC.

Some highlights worth noting...
• Friends of HMSC are invited to come
early and enjoy a complimentary cup of coffee and donuts before the opening ceremony
at 10:00 AM on the HMSC “front lawn”
Look for the Welcome Friends of HMSC
sign by the information tent
• Markus Horning, of the
HMSC’s Marine Mammal
Institute, will deliver the
keynote presentation at
11 a.m. intriguingly titled
“Cool Science: studying
seals and sea lions from
Alaska to Antarctica”
• Back wing tours of the HMSC’s research
facilities including the molluscan broodstock
aquaculture lab, the seawater system and
aquatic animal husbandry tour (get tickets in
advance at the information tent )
• The Kids’ Zone is back again this year
with activities throughout the day such as
the Travels of a Water Molecule, buoy toss,
papermaking, fish printing, shore crab races,
“incredible edible” bugs and face painting.

On the research dock:
• Oregon State University’s two research
vessels, the 185-foot R/V Wecoma and the
54-foot R/V Elakha will be in port and open
for tours.

• U.S. Coast Guard helicopter search and
rescue demonstration on Yaquina Bay at
1:50 p.m.
• Live music on the entertainment stage,
food, and prizes for kids activities throughout the day.

• Explorations of the undersea environment using the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife’s mini-ROV will be offered.
The dock’s pilings are rich with invertebrate
life and other species that can be observed
through the camera “eye” of the remotely
controlled vehicle.
• Marine Discovery Tours of Newport
will also be offering rides across Yaquina
Bay aboard the rigid-hull inflatable Oregon
Rocket (get tickets in advance from the
information tent).

Co-hosting the event with OSU are the
university’s partner agencies at the HMSC:
the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), U.S. Department
of Agriculture, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
Major community sponsors of SeaFest 2008
are the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, Georgia-Pacific of Toledo and Marine
Discovery Tours of Newport. We are grateful for their financial and in-kind support.

For more information visit http://hmsc.oregonstate.edu/seafest

Accommodation requests related to a disability should be made to the SeaFest 2008
Coordinator, Lisa Mulcahy at 541-867-0219 or by email: Seafest@oregonstate.edu

r Film series to highlight HMSC researchers “on the crest of discovery”
New fo
Following the keynote speaker’s presentation at
documentaries featuring scientists at HMSC doing
2008!
SeaFest, the lights will go down in the Hennings Au- what they do best -- in the field, at sea, and in the lab.
ditorium for a day-long screening of short films and

Films will run continuously, so drop in any time!
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Hatfield Marine Science Center
2030 SE Marine Science Drive
Newport, OR 97365

www.hmsc.oregonstate.edu/friends

Daytrippers delight

Members of the Oregon State University Retirement Association
chose the Hatfield Marine Science Center as the destination for
their spring “field trip”, enjoying a full day of exploration at the
Center (and posing for the requisite group photo before heading
back to Corvallis!)
They toured the campus and vessels at the dock, heard about
expansion plans and learned about various research programs and
initiatives led by scientists based at the HMSC. OSU Associate
Professor Robert Dziak presented a summary of his team’s acoustic
monitoring and exploration of the ocean environment in Antarctica’s Bransfield Strait. Bill Hanshumaker offered additional insights
and oriented the group to exhibits in the Visitor Center.
(For information about arranging a group visit to the HMSC,
please give us a call
Page
8 at 541-867-0212.)

Friends of HMSC
Membership
Appeal
It’s that time of year! Please
consider making a contribution
of $25 or more to keep your
membership active or become a new
member of the Friends of HMSC. Your contribution
extends the reach of Hatfield Center’s research and
education initiatives through special programs geared
towards the general public, with the goal of increasing
ocean literacy and inspiring new citizen stewards of the
marine environment.

Members receive the Friends newsletter 3 times a year, a
discount on purchases in the Visitor Center book store
& gift shop, and invitations to attend special events at the
HMSC.
Please make checks payable to OSU Foundation, write
“Friends of HMSC” on the memo line, and mail to:
Friends of HMSC / OSU Foundation
850 SW 35th Street
Corvallis, OR 97333
If you wish to use a credit card for your contribution, you
can call the OSU Foundation directly at 1-800-354-7281.

